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Objective: Give the clinical similarities in tendinopathy of energy-storing tendons, we hypothesized that a recently developed 
experimental model of equine tendon injury would display many of the characteristics of clinical tendinopathy and could 
therefore be of use for both species, thus providing comparative insight to the human condition and offering direct potential 
impact to equine medicine.

Procedures: In many studies, grey-scale Ultra-Sonography (US) and Color Doppler (CD) examination were performed 
in many horses with chronic tendon injuries and a control group of healthy and asymptomatic horses. In all symptomatic 
tendons, but not in any of the tendons in the control group, neovessels were seen in the area with structural tendon changes. 
The neovessels found in the horse tendons looked similar to what has recently been presented in human Achilles tendons. 
These findings motivate evaluation of same treatment, a sclerosing injection that was demonstrated recently to give promising 
results in the treatment of chronic Achilles tendon injuries in humans.

Results: In studies seen that grey-scale ultrasonography shown that in all injured tendons there were irregular fiber and focal 
hypoechoic areas, the control tendons had not this diagnostic color. Doppler examination showed that in all injured tendons 
was neovascularization but the control tendons had not these diagnostic.

Conclusion & Clinical Relevance: All studies results provide evidence that at present no single universal treatment method 
has emerged and, in most instances, clinical experience influences recommendations. It would appear that early aggressive 
anti-inflammatory treatment and combined treatment strategies, such as tendon stabbing for core lesions, and controlled 
exercise regimens, coupled with regular ultrasonographic examinations are the best most clinicians can offer.
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